Release Conditions

What are they used for?

Hide resources until specific preconditions are met

Conditions Available
> Checklist
> Enrollment
> Competencies
> Learning Objectives
> Content
> Discussions
> Dropbox
> Grades
> Quizzes
> Surveys

You Can Add Conditions To
> Checklists
> Content
> Custom Widgets
> Discussions
> Dropbox
> Grades
> LiveRoom
> News
> Quizzes
> Surveys

Tips
Tips

> Make a diagram
> Set up conditions before the course starts

Omit unnecessary conditions

Avoid circular, impossible, or contradictory conditions
Tips

> Make a diagram
> Set up conditions before the course starts
> Omit unnecessary conditions
> Avoid circular, impossible, or contradictory conditions
> Be careful with Start and End dates

Limitations

> Multiple conditions—all are required
> No reset
> No overview
Limitations

- Multiple conditions—all are required
- No reset
- No overview
- No way to test or troubleshoot

Applications

- Staging (group resources as units)
- Formative assessment
Applications

- Staging (group resources as units)
- Formative assessment
- Branching

Assignments submission checklist

Progress widgets
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